We present a photometric analysis of individual dust grains in the coma of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko using OSIRIS images taken from 2015 July to 2016 January. We analysed a sample of 555 taken during 18 d at heliocentric distances ranging between 1.25 and 2.04 au and at nucleocentric distances between 80 and 437 km. An automated method to detect the tracks was specifically developed. The images were taken by OSIRIS NAC in four different filters: Near-IR (882 nm), Orange (649 nm), FarOrange (649 nm) and Blue (480 nm). It was not always possible to recognize all the grains in the four filters, hence we measured the spectral slope in two wavelengths ranges: in the interval [480-649] nm, for 1179 grains, and in the interval [649-882] nm, for 746 grains. We studied the evolution of the two populations' average spectral slopes. The data result scattered around the average value in the range nm, while in the [649-882] nm we observe a slight decreasing moving away from the Sun as well as a slight increasing with the nucleocentric distance. A spectrophotometric analysis was performed on a subsample of 339 grains. Three major groups were defined, based on the spectral slope between [535-882] nm: (i) the steep spectra that may be related with organic material, (ii) the spectra with an intermediate slope, likely a mixture of silicates and organics and (iii) flat spectra that may be associated with a high abundance of water ice.
spacecraft permitted a more detailed study of dust grains. For instance, Fulle et al. (2016) derived a dust size distribution consistent with a differential power-law index of −4 for sizes >1 mm and with a power index of −2 for sizes <1 mm at 2 au. During the perihelion passage, the index decreased to −3.7, indicating a major contribution of grains smaller than 1 mm. An estimation of the masses of cm-size grains is given by Ott & Drolshagen et al. (this volume) , finding values ranging between 10 −6 and 10 −2 kg on a sample of more than 200 particles.
Dust analysis shows that several complex processes work on the grains, driving their release and changing their behaviour. The increasing activity at short heliocentric distances corresponds to a larger dust grains ejection rate. Such grains are accelerated by gas drag and rocket force due to sublimation of the ice (Agarwal et al. 2016; Gicquel et al. 2016) , and undergo different fates: part of them exceeds escape velocity (about 1 m s −1 ) and leaves the cometary coma (Thomas et al. 2015) , while another part falls back on the surface (Kramer & Noack 2015; La Forgia et al. 2015; Lai et al. 2016) . Aeolian structures like ripples or dunes are related to this process and to the surface dust transport (Thomas et al. 2015) . The dynamics involved in the releasing, and eventually in the falling back, depends on several grains properties as their shapes and rotational state, intimately related with the gas production rate (Fulle et al. 2015) .
A deeper knowledge of the dust nature, through the study of physical and compositional properties of single grains, allows a better understanding of the relationship with the nucleus and the mechanisms involved in the ejection.
In this work, we present a spectrophotometric analysis of a wide sample of dust grains, which provides some possible hints on the grain composition. The colour characteristics of single grains were previously measured by Cremonese et al. (2016) on a sample of 70 grains, finding a spectral slope value peaked between 12 and 16 per cent/100 nm in the wavelength range [480-743 nm] . They also measured a negative spectral slope for 16 grains, associated with the presence of water ice. Now, a larger amount of data and the information coming from an extended range of filters allow to realize a more accurate statistics to describe them.
D E T E C T I O N M E T H O D
The large amount of data obtained by OSIRIS (including the dust grains observations), required us to develop an automatic routine able to identify and to analyse the particle tracks present in several images, corresponding to the passage of the particles during the time of integration.
The main aim of this program is to detect the grains tracks and their orientation in the reference system of the image. At the same time it can analyse the point-by-point intensities of the grains tracks as well, thus providing their light curves. The latter show pieces of evidence in some cases of periodic oscillations, corresponding to rotating grains Duda & Hart (1973) .
The detection of the tracks can be performed taking advantage of a similarity function, a window-based matching function, commonly used in photogrammetry to define the homologues between two images. Dust track features can be easily modelled and the match between the model and the image is a valid probability operator for the presence of the dust grain.
Dust tracks can be modelled by two parameters: their orientation in the reference system of the image and their full width at half-maximum, here approximated with a mean value of 1 px. For each orientation (considered with a sampling of 4 • ), a squared window (classically defined as template T ) representing the trail can be synthetically generated simply using a rect convolved with a bi-dimensional Gaussian (representing both the grain and the instrument point spread function). An image representing a subset of templates is shown in Fig. 1 . This bench of templates can be used to detect at the same time the presence and the orientation of the tracks by using, as similarity function, the normalized cross correlation (NCC). The NCC is invariant to local mean and standard deviation, it means it is not influenced by star variability or signal variation. For each orientation the NCC between the template T and the image is computed as
The similarity map SM (i,j ) associates to each pixel coordinates and to a defined orientation the probability to find a track in this location with the considered orientation.
Relative standard deviation (RSD) indicates the ratio between the effective mean signal (with respect to the background) and the standard deviation of the noise. The usage of NCC allows to reach a detection probability of 90 per cent also in the case of a RSD of 1.75. In fact, given an angle , the presence of a track influences the similarity function of the pixels (i,j) along the direction . This correlation can be detected convolving any level of the SM (i,j ) with the same template function T , which represents a mono-directional low pass filter in the direction considered:
allows to increase the performance of the detection (by imposing continuity of the track along its orientation, even where different tracks overlap). Segmentation process (isocurves based on Boolean morphological operators) allows at this point to extract the tracks distinguished by their orientation. This information can be used to avoid fake tracks. An example of the final detection is shown in Fig. 2 .
O B S E RVAT I O N S
We focused our analysis on images taken in the postperihelion period, i.e. from the end of August 2015 to January 2016 (two sequences were taken before the perihelion). The images were chosen from the series devoted to grain colour (GC) and grain track (GT) acquired by the NAC (narrow angle camera) in four different filters: Near-IR (λ = 882.1 nm, bandwidth = 65.9 nm), FarOrange (λ = 649.7 nm, bandwidth = 84.5 nm), Orange (λ = 649.7 nm, bandwidth = 84.5 nm) and Blue (λ = 400 nm, bandwidth = 74.9 nm). The difference between FarOrange and Orange filters lies in the presence of a focusing plate: the first one focuses from infinity to 2 km, while the second one from 2 to 1 km (Tubiana et al. 2015) . These two types of series were taken with different observational geometries. In GC data set the camera scans the coma in the Sun-comet-spacecraft plane at a fixed phase angle α (i.e. the angle formed by the Sun-comet and comet-spacecraft directions).
In the GT data set, the camera orientation remains fixed, so observing always the same coma region. The angles describing the above mentioned configurations are shown in Fig. 3 , where the empty circles refer to GC images and the filled ones to GT. In total, we analysed 555 images taken during 18 d at heliocentric distances ranging between 1.25 au and 2.04 au and at distances from the nucleus between 80 and 437 km (one set being taken at 1220 km). The entire data set is reported in Table 1 .
In each image we identified two types of grains: those in bound orbits with the nucleus and those outflowing. The bound grains appeared as faint dots in the background, far from the spacecraft, while the outflowing grains appeared as tracks and are closer to the spacecraft (Rotundi et al. 2015) . To estimate the distance at which the camera is still able to detect a particle we used the equation by Agarwal et al. (2016) :
where is the distance of the grain from the camera, I = 1.565 W m −2 nm −1 is the solar flux at 1 au in the Orange NAC filter (F22), s is the grain size in m, p the albedo, φ(α) is the phase function of the coma, J is the flux of the aggregate in W m −2 nm −1 sr −1 and r h is the heliocentric distance measured in au. In Table 2 , we report the maximum distance at which the camera is able to observe an aggregate of dimension s, extended on a 4 pixels area. Clearly this quantity depends on the object's composition and on the illumination's conditions. We considered, as reference, the lower value of radiance measured for a grain J = 10 −7 W m −2 nm −1 sr −1 . Since the dust material is supposed to be dark, we used two values for the albedo: 0.04 and 0.1. The phase function is that determined by Fornasier et al. (2015) for the nucleus at 90 • , φ = 0.02. During the period of our analysis the spacecraft was at heliocentric distances ranging between 1.3 au at perihelion and 2 au on 2016 January, so we used an average value of r h = 1.5 au for our estimates. As an example of the camera sensitivity, we obtain from equation (3) that the camera is able to resolve an aggregate of 1 cm with low albedo at a range of 20 km.
Generally, the images were taken in groups of 3 or 4, following the filter sequence: Near-IR, FarOrange, Orange, Blue. The exposure time was 12.5 s and the gap between two observations was about 11 s, short enough to follow the grain motions in more than one image. In fact, we were able to detect a large amount of grains: 746 with Near-IR and Orange and 1179 with Orange and Blue. Most of the grains we detected with the first two filters are not the same we found with the last two. However, there were 339 cases in which we could find the same grain in all the filters. We will describe them in Section 4.
C O L O U R S O F T H E G R A I N S
In order to characterize the photometric properties of the dust grains, we measured their spectral slopes using the formula by Jewitt & Meech (1986) :
where I/F is the reflectance of the grain in the two filters, with I the radiance of the object and F the solar flux, λ is the central wavelength of the filter. The spectral slope S is expressed in units of per cent/100 nm.
To perform a statistical analysis, we decided to consider the data set collected on the same day as a group, even if they were taken at different phase angles. These correspond to assume that (Fornasier et al. 2015) . This effect has been attributed to the multiple scattering, due to the roughness of the surface, and it becomes more important at large phase angles. However, for what concerns the dust coma, we do not expect any significant correlation between the reflectivity gradient and the phase angle (Jewitt & Meech 1986) . In fact, the coma of the comet is effectively optically thin, likely composed by absorbent material with a low albedo, supporting the assumption that the multiple scattering is not an important contribution (Fink & Rinaldi 2015) . Bertini et al. (this volume) studied the variations of the coma colours as function of phase angle and deduced that the single scattering is the dominant process on the 67P coma. Therefore, measured colours are not affected by a systematic effect depending on the geometry of observation. Under this assumption, we could derive the spectral slope for all the grains detected and group them depending on the dates.
We measured the spectral slopes of 1179 grains in the wavelengths range nm and 746 in the range [649-882] nm. The two populations represent a different sample, since it was not always possible to identify the same grain in all the filters. A subset of 339 grains was recognized in the four filters and will be analysed in Section 5. An example of our results is shown in Figs 4 and 5. The histograms represent the number of grains with certain values of spectral slope for both the wavelengths ranges. These data were taken on 2015 October. The grain distribution appears spread around a central peak, with spectral slope that ranges from negative to large positive values. Therefore, we decided to fit it with a Gaussian normalized to the total counts, which provided a statistic value for the means and the errors. The standard error of the mean was computed as se = σ/ √ N , where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution and N the number of grains for which the spectral slope was measured. This type of analysis was performed for the whole set of images, finding the average values with the relative errors for each day of the sample. The results are reported in Table 3 . On average, we found a spectral slope of 12.9 ± 0.2 per cent/100 nm in the range Orange Blue and of 7.3 ± 0.2 per cent/100 nm in the range Near-IR Orange. The two slopes are different also for the normalization used: at about 550 nm for the first one and at about 770 nm for the second one.
These results describe a general behaviour of the grains in the coma. Therefore, we can infer that the bulk of the grain population has a steeper spectral slope in the blue part of the spectrum and a flatter spectral slope in the red part of the spectrum.
It is interesting to note that sometimes the distributions extend also in the region of negative values. We found about 6 per cent of grains have spectral slope <0 in the range nm and about 8 per cent in the range [649-882] nm. High abundance of water ice, 0.04 0.0020 10 −2 0.10 31 10 −3 0.10 3.1 10 −6 0.10 0.0031 for instance, is associated with neutral or negative values of spectral slope (Rotundi et al. 2015; Fornasier et al. 2016; Oklay et al. 2016 ). Therefore, for those grains presenting low or negative spectral slope values in both wavelengths intervals, we can infer a water ice composition. Also the presence of silicates could justify a negative value in the range [649-882] nm (DeMeo & Carry 2013).
Evolution of spectral slope
In order to analyse the possible variations of the spectral slopes with time, we studied the evolution with respect to the heliocentric and nucleocentric distances. The images analysed in this work were taken with different geometry of acquisition and with a nucleus distance ranging between 100 km and 400 km. Assuming that the camera was able to see GTs up to the distance of 10-20 km (see Table 2 ), it has been possible to characterize the grain populations at relative distances from the nucleus, even if we do not know the real distance of the dust grains from the spacecraft. Figs 6 and 7 show the values of the average spectral slope measured for each sequence.
The data result scattered within the values of 11.6-15.8 per cent/100 nm in the range [480-649] nm (blue points), but no , but on average it seems to decrease moving away from the Sun, and to increase with the distance from the comet. Therefore, the red part of the spectrum seems to be more sensitive to the changes the grains undergo. Since the spectral slope computed up to 744 nm does not reveal any significative trend with respect to the distances, we expect that the characteristic feature responsible for the increasing or decreasing spectral slope lies between nm. This variability may hint at a certain degree of heterogeneity in the coma properties, depending on the on-going evolution of the comet's environment.
S P E C T RO P H OTO M E T RY
To better characterized the grains composition, we performed also the spectrophotometric analysis of the grains. Indeed, when the time interval between two consecutive images was sufficiently short, we were able to identify the same grain in the four filters. Overall, we derived 339 3-point spectra. An example is reported in Fig. 8 . The flux's value in each filter was obtained integrating all the track's signal. Since it can show fluctuations due to the grain spin, we measured an estimate of this effect. We analysed a sample of WAC (wide angle camera) images taken simultaneously to the NAC ones with F21 Green filter (537 nm, bandwidth = 63.2 nm). Their long exposure time (90 s) covered four NAC images (12.5 s), allowing to quantify the track luminosity's changes that possibly occurred. The statistics was performed on 200 tracks belonging to images taken on 2015 August and September. A typical light curve of an aggregate taken with the WAC is shown in Fig. 9 . To be consistent with the NAC's exposure time intervals, we divided the WAC tracks signal into two groups: the one corresponding to the NAC images and the one corresponding to the time interval between consecutive shots. Then, we measured the mean reflectance and the variance for the intervals corresponding to the NAC images.
It resulted that the most probable value for the error, in terms of flux's average percentage, was about 5 per cent. Assuming a comparable filters' sensitivity we could apply a variability of about 5 per cent on the flux's measurements even for the other NAC filters.
We basically identified three types of spectra: (a) very steep slope spectra, (b) spectra with intermediate slope values and (c) spectra presenting a flat slope trend. The same spectra of Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 10 in terms of relative reflectance.
Moreover, we decided to measure the spectral slope of the subsample of grains between Green and Near-IR, [535-882] nm, with the following formula, reported by Fornasier et al. (2015) : S = I /F 882 − I /F 535 I /F 535 (882−535 nm) 10 000,
I/F is the reflectance of the grain, with I the radiance of the object and F the solar flux. This is a slight different wavelength interval with respect to the previous measurements, usually applied at the nucleus analysis. Indeed, this choice allows a further consistent comparison with the nucleus surface, which will be discuss in the next section.
Since we do not have measurements with the Green filter, we decided to fit the 3-point spectra with a linear interpolation. Then, we extrapolated the values of the spectra at the required wavelengths Figure 10 . Normalized spectra of the same four grains of Fig. 8 . They are superimposed to two terrains on the nucleus. In red, a dust terrain and in blue an ice patch (α = 90 • ). The steepest spectrum (green) is related with the dust terrain and probably mostly composed by organics; the two intermediate spectra (pink and orange) are associated with a mixture of organics and silicates and the flatter spectrum (black) is similar to the one of icy patch on the surface of the nucleus and likely composed by water ice. Then, we analysed the spectral slope with respect to the heliocentric and nucleocentric distances. Few data set were not statistically relevant so we neglected them (i.e. those taken on August 25, on September 11 and on September 15). The results are shown in Figs 11 and 12. Each point represents the spectral slope obtained with equation (5) for the 339 grains of the subsample. We found that the average values of spectral slope, measured for each day, do not follow any particular trend with these distances.
Comparison with the nucleus
To check the nature of the dust grains, we compared the 3-point spectra with the spectra of several nucleus terrains. We took as reference the nucleus terrains spectra taken at phase angle 90 • , provided by Barucci et al. (2016) , where a distinction has been done between dust terrains and icy patches. Following the results by Fornasier et al. (2015) for low heliocentric distances, the nucleus undergoes a phase reddening effect. This produces an increasing of the spectral slope of about 5 per cent/100 nm for phase angle varying from 0 • to 60 • . On the contrary, the dust is not affected by any phase reddening. Our analysis and consequent nucleus-dust comparison is therefore applicable for nucleus parameters obtained with a phase angle α = 90 • .
We found that (see Fig. 10 ) the first type of spectrum, the ones with the highest value of spectral slope, well fits the spectral behaviour of nucleus dust terrains, and might be composed by organics (Pommerol et al. 2015) . The second type instead, could be associated with a mixture of silicates and organics. Spectra of S-type asteroids show a peak around 0.7 µm and an absorption band around 1 µm due to olivine. Since we do not have sensitivity between 600 and 900 nm, we are not able to observe the peak and we see only a neutral trend or a low positive slope (DeMeo & Carry 2013). The measurement done by Cremonese et al. (2016) may strengthen this hypothesis. In fact, they found a red slope of 16 per cent/100 nm between blue (480.7 nm) and red (743.7 nm) filters, implying that the intensity might grow until the peak associated with the silicates around 700 nm and then decreases.
Finally, the flat type seems to superimpose to the spectrum of the icy patch. Usually we expect to see icy grains with flat spectrum and high reflectance (black spectrum in Figs 8 and 10 ), but we found also grains with flat trend and low reflectance. Since we were not able to estimate the absolute distance from the nucleus, we may have observed small particle of ice very far from the spacecraft. Assuming that the water ice sublimation depends on the nucleus distance and on the ejection time, we do not expect to see a large amount of water ice in the coma (Gicquel et al. 2016) . Alternatively this third type of flat spectra might represent carbonaceous material with very low albedo (DeMeo & Carry 2013).
Moreover, we considered the laboratory experiments of Pommerol et al. (2015) and Poch et al. (2016) to test the sublimation of water ice mixed with silicates and organic material. They found that such mixture changed its spectral slope during the sublimation process. Starting from a flat spectrum, they demonstrated that, after just 10 h, the trend of the spectrum changed, becoming steeper. At the end of the experiment, the resulting spectrum could be related to a very pristine organic material.
Since the grains were ejected with a velocity of the order of few m s −1 (Rotundi et al. 2015) , they needed about 1 d to arrive at more than 100 km from the nucleus when we observed them. Therefore, the three types of spectra we measured could represent different phases of an on-going sublimation process active on the grains themselves.
Another approach to interpret the different grain spectra was based on the spectral slope classification. A correspondence between surface features and values of the spectral slope was introduced by Fornasier et al. (2015) and Oklay et al. (2016) .
We decided to arrange the grains into three categories, consistently with the spectra types we defined earlier. The relative composition of the grains is estimated to be: organics in the case of great values of spectral slope (>15 per cent/100 nm), a mixture of organics and silicates in the intermediate interval (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) per cent/100 nm) and ices or carbonaceous material in the case of lowest values (<5 per cent/100 nm). The results are resumed in Table 5 . The intermediate group is the most populated. 
C O N C L U S I O N S
We analysed the photometric behaviour of the grains in the coma of 67P in the time range from 2015 July and 2016 January. We extracted geometric and photometric parameters with an automatic method specifically developed. The results can be summarized as follows:
(i) We measured the average spectral slope of the grains for each set of images obtaining the total average value of 12.9 ± 0.2 per cent/100 nm in the range [480-649] nm and 7.3 ± 0.2 per cent/100 nm in the range [649-882] nm.
(ii) We analysed the reddening in the two wavelength ranges with respect to the heliocentric and nucleocentric distances. We revealed a variability in the behaviour of the spectral slope that could hint at heterogeneity in the coma due to physical processes affecting the released material.
(iii) We performed a spectrophotometric analysis of 339 grains observed in three filters (Blue, Orange and Near-IR). We divided the spectra into three major groups:
(a) steep, which may be connected with the presence of organics, with a slope values >15 per cent/100 nm;
(b) intermediate, which are supposed to be a mixture of silicates and organics, corresponding to a slope range between 5 and 15 per cent/100 nm;
(c) flat, most likely due to much higher abundance of water ice, that should be suitable for a comet, but in case of very low albedo grains we have to mention a possible higher abundance of carbonaceous material.
(iv) We found an average value for the spectral slope of the grains subsample of about 11 per cent/100 nm in the wavelength range [535-882] nm. No trend of the spectral slope with respect to the heliocentric and nucleocentric distances was measured.
(v) We compared the spectra with two characteristic terrains of the nucleus, finding a correspondence between the steeper spectra and the dust terrain, while the flatter one is compatible with the icy patch.
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